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In this handbook, Computer Weekly looks
at what organisations in the Asia-Pacific
region are doing to secure their systems, from
adopting a DevSecOps approach, to preparing
for cyber attacks and ensuring the privacy
of Covid-19 contact-tracing app users
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What it takes to get DevSecOps right
DevSecOps will drive at least 50% of new applications in Asia-Pacific by 2024, but getting it right will
require change management, a collaborative mindset and the right automation tools. Aaron Tan reports

A

t SP Digital, the digital arm of Singapore’s largest utilities supplier SP Group, embracing DevOps practices
has enabled it to roll out new software releases much
faster than before.
Take its SP Utilities mobile app that lets households manage
their utilities consumption, for example. The firm now updates
the app about once every fortnight, compared with every couple
of months before its foray into DevOps about four years ago.
Colin Leong, vice-president of engineering at SP Digital, said
when his team took over the app from an IT supplier at the
time, software releases were sporadic, with definitions of what
needed to be done upfront.
“We can now push out new features quickly, as well as address
any kinds of bugs or defects that may crop up,” said Leong. “We
have a much stronger pipeline, and I think the ability to push
that out is much better than it was in the past.”

Starting with security
Just as SP Digital has improved code quality through DevOps, it
is now looking to shore up security through DevSecOps, where

security considerations are baked into the early phases of software development.
According to IDC, a technology research firm, DevSecOps will
drive at least 50% of new applications in Asia-Pacific by 2024,
fuelled by shorter software development lifecycles.

“Shifting security to the planning
stage can dramatically improve
efficiency and decrease cost”
Gina Smith, IDC Asia
“Old security processes that put security at the middle or end
of the process are just too expensive and inefficient now,” said
Gina Smith, research manager at IDC Asia. “Shifting security left
– all the way to the planning stage – can dramatically improve
efficiency and decrease cost. The bottom line is that it jumpstarts
the output of quality code, which is what it is all about.”
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Smith said as more enterprises rely on open source and cloud
technologies, as well as application containerisation, they will face
a “complicated set of challenges” which a mature DevSecOps
policy will help to address.
“Building security planning, testing and monitoring into every
phase of the DevOps pipeline is about bridging the age-old division – and enmity – among developers, IT and security,” she added.

Rising to the challenge
SP Digital’s Leong said while his team is currently exploring
tools to enable DevSecOps practices, a bigger challenge is that
the firm’s security capabilities are heavily centred around enterprise security.
It recently hired an application security specialist to help shape
SP Digital’s DevOps practices and get the tools in place to build
security into its development pipeline.

Nigel Kersten, Puppet’s field chief technology officer who was
part of the famed site reliability engineering group at Google,
stressed the importance of deploying automation at scale in
DevSecOps practices.
“There are a few common errors we see that enterprises are
facing – the biggest one is trying to implement DevSecOps without scaled automation that is well understood and trusted by all
the relevant stakeholders,” said Kersten. “Without that, organisations will end up with the same manual processes and the same
conflicting incentives. Then, instead of DevSecOps, these businesses are left with just Dev, Sec and Ops.”
Organisations, however, will have to pick tools that developers want to use. “Enterprises cannot just force a security or an
infrastructure tool on developers – it needs to have an interface
that fits, is usable and could be programmatically driven through
application programming interfaces,” Kersten added.
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There’s also change management to consider. Kersten said
organisations will have to do the difficult work of getting multiple teams with different incentives to work together and make
change management happen. This change is hard and there are
no easy answers.
“What we do see repeatedly is that the companies who succeed at collaboration between development and operations via
scalable automated solutions are the same ones who succeed at
doing the same with security,” said Kersten.
Sam Hunt, vice-president of GitHub in the Asia-Pacific region,
said another challenge with DevSecOps is managing false positives. “Embracing DevSecOps processes will inevitably increase
the rate of vulnerabilities being discovered. As such, false positives are bound to happen, which erode developer confidence in
the value of security checks. How teams handle these will make
or break the DevSecOps culture.
“Teams need to prioritise bugs in terms of importance and
impact, to determine how they should fix them. By operating in
a security-first workflow, teams can identify the bugs that have
the most critical impact and take steps to manage them over
time,” said Hunt.

Secure foundations
Puppet’s Kersten noted that as DevSecOps is fundamentally
about recognising that security can no longer be a siloed function,
it can become the base structure of a cyber security strategy.
“Ideally, companies have operations teams employing a high
degree of automation via self-service interfaces, with developers
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using agile methodologies. To achieve that, the most effective approach is to enable and amplify collaboration throughout
the software delivery lifecycle, from design to deployment and
beyond,” he said.
That requires every person who is part of that lifecycle to be
security aware, with developers coding with security in mind, said
Vishal Ghariwala, Red Hat’s regional product management director for application platforms in Asia-Pacific, adding that some
developers may need training, as security has not always been a
focus in traditional application development.
Ghariwala suggested putting in place a framework to help an
enterprise determine its security requirements, risk tolerance and
to conduct a risk-benefit analysis. “For example, what amount
of security controls are necessary for an app? How important is
speed to market for different apps?”

GitHub’s Hunt said although other traditional security responsibilities, such as infrastructure security and identity management,
are not as affected by DevSecOps, as enterprises shift to “infrastructure as code”, “policy as code”, or other “as code” models,
DevSecOps processes will help to automate reviews in other
areas of security.
Meanwhile, DevOps remains a work in progress at SP Digital.
Leong’s team has been organising learning exchanges between IT
teams, including infrastructure, operations, application development and security, to share best practices.
“We’ve had some successes, and we’ve also helped the teams
with some level of automation that has improved the effectiveness of IT projects,” Leong said. “We aspire to hit a level where
there’s a lot more self-service and that their concerns can be
taken care of in a much more automated way.” n
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Developed APAC states are most
exposed to cyber risks, says report
Singapore, South Korea, Japan, Australia and New Zealand have the highest exposure to cyber risks,
but they are also the most prepared to deal with cyber attacks, study finds. Aaron Tan reports

D

eveloped countries in Asia-Pacific with more established
digital economies may be most vulnerable to cyber
attacks, but they are also among the most prepared in
the region to deal with cyber threats, a study has found.
According to the VMware-Deloitte cyber smart index 2020,
Singapore, South Korea, Japan, Australia and New Zealand ranked
among the highest in terms of cyber risk exposure, as well as preparedness in terms of regulatory and organisational readiness.
Singapore topped the index as the most prepared country in
APAC, scoring consistently high across all measures of preparedness, followed by South Korea which has high rates of research
and development and response time for cyber threats.
In Southeast Asia, Malaysia is ahead of its peers with a low
level of exposure because of strong regulatory cooperation and a
comprehensive privacy regime, despite having less impressive
organisational capability.
Thailand, with one of the highest cyber attack rates in APAC,
ranked eighth in preparedness and ninth in exposure, driven in

part by the growing use of online devices and interest in cryptocurrencies which has increased Thailand’s exposure to risks.
Indonesia ranked lower than its ASEAN counterparts despite its
large economy and increasing digitisation, largely because of its
small services sector. The country’s exposure is likely to grow in
the coming years, however.

Increasing risk of attack
Duncan Hewett, senior vice-president and general manager
of Asia-Pacific and Japan at VMware, said: “As the digital
economy continues to grow in each country, so too does the
exposure to cyber attacks. Being appropriately prepared can
mitigate the risks to organisations and minimise the potential
costs of an attack.
“Based on what we have seen in the region, businesses with an
established cyber security strategy in place have confidence to
invest in new technologies which can lead to higher levels of capital investment and productivity growth.”
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Singapore topped the index as the APAC
country most prepared for cyber attacks
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Against this backdrop, the challenge for policy-makers is to
build a comprehensive legislative framework and environment
that protects businesses from cyber security risks while allowing
them to innovate and maximise the potential of digital technologies, said John O’Mahony, partner and lead author of the research
from Deloitte Access Economics in Australia.
“We see interest from government, business owners and vertical experts in building a cyber smart Asia-Pacific that we estimate
can unlock as much as 0.7% or $145bn additional GDP growth for
the region over the next 10 years,” he said.
In its report, Deloitte called for governments in APAC to harmonise their cyber security-related regulations where possible,
saying this would minimise the regulatory burden for businesses
operating across borders and make it easier to tackle crossborder cyber crime.

That is already happening to some extent in ASEAN, which has
developed a voluntary mechanism to facilitate cross-border data
flows, based on the region’s framework on personal data protection and a set of guiding values.

Coordination mechanism
During the ASEAN Ministerial Conference on Cyber Security in
October 2019, the region’s ministers and senior officials responsible for cyber security and information and communications
technology agreed to move forward on a formal cyber security
coordination mechanism.
They also reaffirmed the region’s commitment to a rules-based
international order in cyber space and noted ASEAN member
states’ efforts to implement the 11 voluntary, non-binding norms
recommended in a 2015 United Nations report. n
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Tackling the task of building security
and privacy into contact-tracing apps
Governance and data decentralisation are among measures that organisations can take to allay
security and privacy concerns over contact-tracing apps, according to RSA. Aaron Tan reports

A

s more governments across the globe roll out contacttracing apps to contain the spread of Covid-19, perennial
questions around security and privacy have emerged.
Some authorities have been criticised for doing little to prevent
their systems being abused, while others are legislating to prevent data being used for purposes other than contact tracing.
Zulfikar Ramzan, chief technology officer at RSA, said greater
transparency around the functions of contact-tracing apps and
how data is being secured, managed and used will help to assuage
privacy and security concerns.
“If we don’t have transparency, even if people download the
app, they may not use it if they have concerns around it,” he said.
Ramzan said developers of these apps should also implement
checks and balances, such as a governance mechanism, to ensure
that whoever is using and collecting data is not going to do more
with the data than they should.
He observed that some organisations, such as MIT, Apple and
Google, which have built contact-tracing systems, are already

taking a privacy-by-design, decentralised approach where data is
stored on a user’s phone. The data can only be used and shared
when necessary to minimise information disclosure.
Apple and Google have said the contact-tracing features
built into their operating systems will not allow developers of
contact-tracing apps to access the location information of users.
Governments that need such information would have to rely on
Bluetooth data to determine close contact between users.
As app developers will probably not get things right at launch,
processes for fixing and preventing security issues will also need
to be in place, said Ramzan. This includes incident response,
ensuring security of data at rest and in motion, along with scanning source codes for software vulnerabilities.
Just as critical is the fidelity and integrity of data, without which
any analysis and effort to glean data insights will be skewed.
Ramzan said: “If you look at something like a Bluetooth signal,
which is how a lot of contact-tracing apps work, it doesn’t give you
a precise picture because it may be a case of you and I living in the
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same apartment complex with a wall between us. It may look like
we were in contact with each other, but we’ve never exposed each
other to anything because there’s a physical barrier.”
Ramzan called for governments to think through those problems, build trust with their people and ensure that no one can
intentionally put bad data into their systems. “We’ve seen situations where somebody can pick up their phone and put it on their
pet,” he said. “It looks like the phone is in different locations, and
that creates bad data in the system. Once the data is in the system, it can be very hard to identify that the data is corrupted.”
China, South Korea, Singapore and Australia are among countries in the Asia-Pacific region that have developed contact-tracing apps to curb and better manage the pandemic. China’s Close
Contact Detector app alerts users who come into close contact
with infected people or those suspected of having the virus, while
South Korea’s Corona 100m alerts individuals if they come across
infected patients within 100 metres of where they are.

India has also joined the fray with its Aarogya Setu app, which
tracks Covid-19 patients or suspected cases that need to be
quarantined. The app uses Bluetooth and location data to automatically identify whether a patient under quarantine has come
into close contact with another individual, reducing the time and
errors associated with manual identification.
Available in 11 languages, Aarogya Setu has become one of the
fastest-growing mobile apps in India, with more than 50 million
downloads since its launch on 2 April.
Venkata Naveen, disruptive tech analyst at GlobalData, said:
“Digital apps have the potential to help authorities know everything about the pandemic – its place of origin, where it’s heading
next and other crucial epidemiological insights to mitigate it.
“Taking cues on how various Asian countries are leveraging
smartphones to slow the spread of the novel coronavirus, the US,
UK and European countries are fast catching up to develop similar
digital contact-tracing tools.” n
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